people deliver projects
engagement ⧫ enjoyment ⧫ learning

At-Distance-Experience
The experiential qualities of live events, recreated in interactive video,
for a virtual team workshop or an alternative to a large face-to-face awayday.

A new innovation for the new at-distance world
Our Live theatre is replaced by video, with the virtual audience
interacting: Watching, discussing, making choices, experimenting,
changing what happens. Typically, between a prologue and an
epilogue, there will be four episodes taking 30 to 40 minutes each
to complete. Learning content supports each episode. Discussion
exercises keep everyone engaged.

How to use
There are several ways to implement At-Distance-Experience:
o
o
o
o

A team learning workshop. Interactive sessions are designed for small virtual teams.
A large live event. Perhaps replacing your awayday or annual conference
A training product. Like the team learning workshop, led by a trainer to land the content.
An individual E-Learning product. A way to bring to life the sterile world of individual E-Learning.

Try for free
Before purchasing an At-distance Event, you have the option to trial an example with a small pilot team.

The First Product [Available four weeks after lockdown]
#1. Opaque. The story of Al, coming to terms with how his
respected project management skills fail to engage his stakeholders
on a personal leadership journey, in the delivery of change.
Themes: Engaging stakeholders, people v process, working with resistance, building trust.

Following on behind [Can be developed based on demand, after lockdown]
#2. Talk. High performing conversations. High performing collaboration
#3. 1984. How we lead and respond to change. Communication, resistance, relationships.
#4. Accidental Sponsor. The job of leading initiatives from above and being accountable.
#5. Digging Deeper. Safety behaviour, personal ownership, from compliance to commitment.
As well as the above shortlist, we have a library of 80 scripts adapted from around 40 different stories.
Or we can start from scratch with a new story bespoke to your world. Contact us to find out more.

Want something different?
With our partner, notsobigfilms, we create bespoke and off-the-shelf learning videos, to go alongside our
face-to-face experiential services. Get in touch if you would like to know more.
www.peopledeliverprojects.com

notsobigfilms.com

